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Sneakers Total Black

TNA01018075

-Is a high-covering product  specially 
formulated for black sneakers.  
 
- The special design of its sponge 
allows an easy application.

- Thanks to its high concentration 
of high quality pigments, it has a 
high covering capacity in a single 
application. 

- Fast drying in 5 minutes.

-Suitable for: smooth leather, 
synthetic leather and canvas. 

-QR code:

REPAINT



Product that will revolutionize the sneakers care thanks to its easy application, 
high-covering and quickness drying. This product will allow you repair and 
revive the color on all leather, synthetic leather and canvas black sneakers.

Wax-based black liquid cream, with applicator sponge for an easy product 
application. Its high opacity can cover scratches and any type of dirt easily, 
revive the color and return the original black to your sneakers. Its sponge 
design allows an easy application and a high-quality finish after use. Thanks 
to its fast absorption, the product does not stain, after 5 minutes drying. Its 
continuous use prevents cracking.

Sneakers Total Black 

Description 
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How to use
1. Remove any dust particles from the surface.
2. Shake well the container face down.
3. Soak the sponge putting pressure gently on the 
surface and apply the product.
4. Let dry for 5 minutes.
5. After using, clean the applying sponge with water 
to avoid the rests of black cream to dry and damage 
the sponge.

Tips and Characteristics
- Total black is special formulated for sneakers.
- Is in accordance with the updated legislation on health, safety and environment.
- For best results use Sneakers Nano Protector after applying the product.
- Rub with a clean cloth if want a shiny finish after the application.  

TNA01018075

LEATHER CANVAS

PACKAGE BOX UNITS BOX SIZES BOX WEIGHT PALLET UNITS EAN CODE

Applicador 75 
ml - 2.5 fl oz 

12
15 x 11 x 15 

cm
1.66 kg 4800 842745755183

CUSTOMS 
CODE

NET WEIGHT GROSS WEIGHT VOLUM 

3405100000 78 g. 102 g. 135 cm3


